Folding for peace

Do you have a desire for peace?
Then write your wish on a paper of 10 cm by 10 cm and
fold a crane from. Cannot you do the folding of paper with your
wishes in an envelope and send to the address below, then I fold
a crane and bring them to you at the peace monument in
Hiroshima to.
Send your letter stating "my desire" to:
Playing for Peace Foundation
Voorstreek 96
8911 JV LEEUWARDEN
At this address you can see the 1000 cranes and many other
designs. You can visit starting May 5 until August 1, 2010
Even a small donation can already support us
to account 13.27.70.075 mentioning "my wish"
For example, the folding and more info at:
www.spelendnaarvrede.nl

Thank you so much

Do you have a wish?
Then I fold it for you
in Crane
and bring it
to Japan.

The crane symbolizes
Love, peace and health.
The girl named Sadako was two years old, when the bomb fell on
Hiroshima and she got sick from the radiation that was released.
In the hospital She folded many cranes, Her desire was "world
peace".
When she died at the age of eleven, she was buried with the
cranes she folded. A large statue of Sadako was created. With
both hands she holds a large golden Crane up in the air "the
symbol for peace."
This is the place where on August 6, 1945 the first atomic bomb
was dropped. Now, every year thousands of children come together to fold cranes. They do this for world peace and place all these
cranes at the peace monument.

Peace monument of Sadako in Hiroshima
My name is Marten Brouwer Sale. Five years ago, I created thousands of red cranes from folded from one piece of paper. I donated
this string of 1000 cranes to the peace museum in Hiroshima. Because of this donation, Mayor Akiba invited me to visit Hiroshima.
This year I folded one thousand white cranes from one piece of paper and it is my desire to donate this to the city of Nagasaki, where
on August 9, 1945 the second atomic bomb was dropped. These
cranes, along with your wishes and cranes, I want to bring cranes
to Japan and donate them to the museum.

